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Remo Chair by Konstantic Grcic

The Remo Chair 
is now available in plastic
in a wide range of colors.
This high-density stacker 

addresses the needs of price
conscious users without 

compromising 
design. 



Moow by Stefan Borselius

The Moow 
(pronounced as Move) white-

board system consists of a wall rail,
a fixed wall mounted writing surface
and a movable writing board with

wheels that either glide on the wall rail 
or when flipped support independent
movement on the floor. The Moow 

system has a sleek appearance thanks
to a thin raised edge detail that 

is consistent throughout the
product line.



Area Radius by Anya Sebton

Build an office 
configuration that works for

any office activity - then take it all
apart and create a new solution. The

Area modular seating series now includes
curvilinear modules for problems that
aren’t always so straightforward. The 
system’s innovative magnetic linking 

device, Quicklink, makes the units easy
to regroup and reuse. Area’s now
broader planning possibilities in-

spires play in color, shape
and form.



Julius Lounge Chair & Sofa by Fredrik Färg & Emma Marga Blanche 

Julius is a 
new sofa and lounge 

chair collection that employs 
a revolutionary upholstery tech-
nique - wood tailoring. Färg &

Blanche have perfected a process 
that enables fabric to be sewn 

directly onto wood thereby mini-
mizing the use of adhesive and

maximizing upholstery 
detail.



Add Move & Add Work by Anya Sebton

The newest addition
to the Add collection of

stools and chairs is wheels.
Add Work, uses a five star swivel
base while Add Move has four
wheels. Both Add Work and
Add Move are available in

two different heights. 



Dry Chair by Komplot

Dry adapts to 
the shape of its occupant

thanks to the inherent flexibil-
ity of its shell and is now avail-

able in a fresh new color palette.
The sled based or four-legged Dry

chair is light and stackable,
with and without 

armrests.  



Comet XL by Gunilla Allard

The Comet XL 
joins the Comet family.

With its higher back and more
generous seat width, Comet XL

chair/armchair brings Comet into
the conference room where meet-

ings and activities demand
extra comfort and class.                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Airleaf is made
from molded felt fiber that
is formed into a leaf shape.

Airleaf can be hung on a straight
or a curved rail to provide visual
separation and sound diffusion
and absorption. There are 30
felt color choices. Design by

Stefan Borselius.
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ICF Product Introductions at NeoCon World’s Trade Fair 2016 
 
CHICAGO, IL June, 2016 - International Contract Furnishings, Inc. keeps true to its heritage by 
bringing innovative international product to the American design community. 
 
Product Introductions 2016 
 
Airleaf by Stefan Borselius 
Airleaf is made from molded felt fiber that is formed into a leaf shape. Airleaf can be hung on a 
straight or a curved rail to provide visual separation and sound diffusion and absorption. There are 30 
felt color choices.  
 
Julius Lounge Chair & Sofa by Fredrik Färg & Emma Marga Blanche  
Julius is a new sofa and lounge chair collection that employs a revolutionary upholstery technique - 
wood tailoring. Färg & Blanche perfected a process that enables fabric to be sewn directly onto wood 
thereby minimizing the use of adhesive while maximizing upholstery detail. 
      
Moow by Stefan Borselius 
The Moow (pronounced as Move) whiteboard system consists of a wall rail, a fixed wall mounted 
writing surface and a movable writing board with wheels that either glide on the wall rail or when 
flipped support independent movement on the floor. The Moow system has a sleek appearance thanks 
to a thin raised edge detail that is consistent throughout the product line. 
 
 
Collection Enhancements 2016 
 
Add Move & Add Work by Anya Sebton 
The newest addition to the Add collection of stools and chairs is wheels. Add Work, uses a five star 
swivel base while Add Move has four wheels. Both Add Work and Add Move are available in two 
different heights.  
 
Area Radius by Anya Sebton 
Build an office configuration that works for any office activity - then take it all apart and create a new 
solution. The Area modular seating series now includes curvilinear modules for problems that aren’t 
always so straightforward. The system’s innovative magnetic linking device, Quicklink, makes the units 
easy to regroup and reuse.  Area’s now broader planning possibilities inspires play in color, shape and 
form. 
 
 
Cajal Tables by Gunilla Allard 
Gunilla has designed a series of small tables in different heights, shapes and materials to complement 
her Cajal seating series. The thin but strong solid steel frame of the Cajal table gives it an airy 
expression and is the perfect companion to the Cajal pull-up chair, settee and sofa.  
  



Comet XL by Gunilla Allard 
The Comet XL joins the Comet family. With its higher back and more generous seat width, Comet XL 
chair/armchair brings Comet into the conference room where meetings and activities demand extra 
comfort and class.                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
Day Lite & Day High by Pierre Sindre 
With the addition of two new chairs, the Day seating collection now covers most seating needs of the 
modern office. Day Lite is a stacking chair in natural ash or oak veneer with a base in chrome or light 
grey lacquer. Day High is a high backed swivel chair that can be upholstered in fabric or leather. Like 
the rest of the Day collection, these chairs are elegant, comfortable and functional. 
 
DRY Chair & Stool by Komplot  
Dry adapts to the shape of its occupant thanks to the inherent flexibility of its shell and is now 
available in a fresh new color palette. The sled based or four-legged Dry chair is light and stackable, 
with and without armrests.  
 
Grade Stool by Peter Hiort-Lorenzen & Johannes Foersom 
A new fully upholstered version and a new barstool that uses the standard Grade seat shell now 
extends Grade’s already broad reach. Grade’s appeal has been further enhanced with the introduction 
of four new shell colors – pistachio, blue green, dark red, and black-green – bringing the total range of 
available colors to seven. 
 
Lavitta Chair design by Poiat Design 
Lavitta is now available in new colors and with an optional upholstered seat. Chair links horizontally 
for storage.   
 
Pure Chair & Stool by Thore Lassen  
Pure’s new color palette is attuned to Nordic simplicity and international elegance. The Pure chair & 
stools are functional in all ways and its rational design complements all interior spaces.  
 
Remo Chair by Konstantin Grcic 
The Remo Chair is now available in plastic in a wide range of colors. This high-density stacker 
addresses the needs of price conscious users without compromising design.  
 
Tono Chair by Hans Thyge 
The Tono Chair which was introduced at NeoCon 2015 is now available with a four prong swivel base 
with flex mechanism. This sound-absorbing armchair with a flexible seat shell is designed for high 
comfort and strength and is made of 100% recycled PET bottles. 
 
 
All these designs can be viewed in the ICF Group's Showroom on the 3rd floor, showroom 365, at the 
NeoCon Show 2016! 
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••• 
 
Each of the three companies ICF, Unika Vaev and Nienkämper that now comprise the ICF Group is founded 
on classic and contemporary designs. Our products are built using the highest standards of manufacturing, 
designed for durability and ease of use, and whenever possible our products and processes respect the 
environment. 




